
The Simple Wellness Solution for Your Organization

ACTIVITY PROGRAM 
The first step to having healthy employees is motivating them to be active. With the Activity 

Program, not only will your employees be excited to increase their activity, but you’ll also 

be able to easily track their progress.

“The single thing that comes close to a magic bullet, 
in terms of its strong and universal benefits, is exercise.”

-Frank Hu, Harvard School of Public Health

IFIT MEMBERSHIP
At the beginning of the program, each of your employees will be issued an iFit fitness 

tracker and an iFit membership. Using these tools, they’ll set unique health goals and 

dates to accomplish them. iFit will then create a personalized plan to help them achieve 

these goals. This plan will consist of personalized guidance, crafted by fitness trainers, 

health professionals, and registered dieticians. It will include:

 • Meal plans and recipes

 • Workout programs

 • Sleep recommendations

By following iFit’s plan, you can be sure your employees are following a safe program, 

designed to maximize their health.

     

REPORTING
At the end of every quarter, reports about your employees’ fitness trackers will be sent to 

the human resources manager to help determine which employees have met your 

organization’s fitness requirements. iFit wearables have superior accuracy, giving you 

peace of mind with our reliable data.



HOW IT WORKS
 • Employees will be issued an iFit      

      fitness wearable and an iFit        

      Membership, which will include:
     - Meal plans and recipes
  - List-based and video 
          workout programs
  - Accurate fitness tracking

 • iFit will organize on-site

     biometric screenings and online   

     health assessments for your    

     employees (optional)

 • Employees will receive a

   personalized, daily fitness 

   plan, including:
  - Workouts
  - Meal plans
  - Activity suggestions
  - Sleep recommendations

 • Employees will have access to

     the entire line of ICON fitness      

      gear at discounted 

   prices, including:
  - iFit enabled fitness equipment
  - Athletic apparel
  - Altra® running shoes
  - Fitness accessories

OPTIONAL PROGRAMS
In order to promote a well-rounded and 

healthy lifestyle for your employees, 

additional programs are available: 
 • Consultation about on-site 
    fitness facilities
 • Nutritional counseling
 • Sleep improvement   
 • Ergonomic workstations
 • Healthy feet
 • Smoking cessation
 • Emotional health
 • Social wellness
 • Diabetes management

TO LEARN MORE, CONTACT:
Paul Parkinson

435.786.5269    

paul.parkinson@iconfitness.com


